SKUNK – NON-LETHAL MALODORANT

A Non-Lethal Solution for Crowd Control

Security Forces throughout the world periodically face an acute dilemma with violent civil unrest; the need for effective riot control and the duty to preserve the health and safety of all, including the protestors.

In the foreseeable future, civil disobedience, unrest and riot control will be one of the main challenges confronting peace keepers. Traditional tactics such as using physical force, chemical irritants, plastic/rubber bullets and shock devices have proven to be either ineffective, potentially lethal, or both.

Skunk

Skunk is a ground-breaking, non-lethal solution to crowd control. It gives off a non-toxic pungent smell that disperses crowds in a matter of seconds. The overpowering odor of Skunk effectively shuts down escalating situations.

Skunk is an organic solution developed in conjunction with police forces of allied countries. Skunk is designed to meet the operational requirements of law enforcement, and military agencies that are challenged with interdicting during demonstrations or passive civil disobedience. This harmless deterrent consists of an extremely foul-smelling liquid, with the viscosity of water, which can be sprayed over a large area using a standard water cannon, or launched in less-lethal type munitions to achieve greater distance and a combination effect.

Skunk has been found to be an effective tool in:

- Clearing barricaded suspects
- Neutralizing highly motivated civil disturbances within seconds
- Psychological deterrence to unlawful civil disturbance/area denial
- Fielding allied forces since 2008 with NO CASUALTIES

Benefits of Skunk

- Skunk achieves greater results faster; is less harmful, and more cost-effective than other traditional less-lethal munitions
- Safe for individuals and the environment
- Skunk can be neutralized using copious amounts of water and a commercially available soap
- Skunk is non-volatile, non-toxic and non-flammable

Mistral Security, Inc. is a member of the Mistral Group, a team of independent companies, each operating in different markets worldwide, while collectively sharing the mission of “Bridging” operational gaps in the Defense and Law Enforcement Markets with practical, innovative, and high technology readiness solutions.